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IST 141: About the class
● IST 141: “Library Research”

○ 1 credit
○ 8 students

● Learning Goals:
○ Identify, differentiate between, and choose the most appropriate source type for 

different information needs
○ Use effective search strategies to find relevant information sources in the library 

and on the web
○ Gather, synthesize, and summarize information from multiple sources to 

contribute to scholarly conversation



Why Wikipedia?
● Audience is general rather than academic

○ Less focus on writing skill and more focus on synthesizing and summarizing 
information

○ Ability to clearly explain a topic is a good learning measurement

● Naturally incorporates ACRL Framework
○ Less emphasis on arbitrary rules about page length and source requirements
○ More emphasis on scholarship as conversation and research as inquiry
○ Opportunity to explore the value and appropriate use of all kinds of sources, 

including Wikipedia 

● Published to the web
○ Product is actual contribution to scholarship
○ Public audience theoretically inspires better student work



Wikipedia & The Framework
● Authority is constructed and contextual

○ What authority is required to edit Wikipedia? How does this differ from other 
source types?

○ What are the pros, cons, and contexts for different types of source authority?

● Information creation as a process
○ What is the process of creating a Wikipedia contribution, and how does this 

differ from the processes of other source types?
○ What are the purposes of those differing processes?



Wikipedia & The Framework
● Information has value

○ What are the most valuable sources for different needs? How does context affect 
what is considered valuable?

○ What do we mean when we describe Wikipedia as an “open” source? Does open 
accessibility impact “value”?

● Research as Inquiry
○ What does this Wikipedia article need to improve? What information does it 

need, and what sources would be most relevant?
○ What further questions arise as I look at the sources I find?



Wikipedia & The Framework
● Scholarship as conversation

○ What conversation goes into a Wikipedia article? How does this compare to 
conversations in scholarly literature?

○ How can I contribute to this conversation?

● Searching as strategic exploration
○ Where and how can I locate the sources I need? How can I most effectively 

find and access the most useful sources of information?
○ How is my search strategy dependent on the type of source I am looking for?



The Wikipedia Project
● Choosing an article

○ Open topic choice
○ Articles rated C-Class or less



The Wikipedia Project
● Topic choices:

○ Wildlife, NFL Draft, Type of arthritis, Social Media, Clothing company, 
Transcendentalism, Lucid dreaming, Egyptian queen

● Talk page suggestions:



Wiki Education Dashboard
● Weekly tutorials, readings, activities

○ Organize timeline with 
whatever tutorials and 
activities you want to include

○ Topics include evaluating 
articles, Wikipedia policies 
and procedures, adding 
citations, drafting and 
publishing content, special 
topics, etc.

○ Every class is assigned a Wiki 
Ed staff member



Wiki Education Dashboard



The Wikipedia Project
● Grading breakdown:

○ Project was 80% of grade (remaining grade is participation and attendance)

○ Project breakdown:

■ Dashboard modules: 30%
■ Source selection: 30%
■ Final contribution: 15%
■ Peer review: 15%
■ Reflective essay and short presentation: 10%



Future Updates
● Change to title and credit hours

○ New title: “Information Literacy for the Digital Age”
○ Additional credit hour will allow more time to balance course content with 

skill-building

● Change to project
○ More practice with writing style
○ Increased discussion of projects with other students
○ Clearer expectations RE: substance of edits
○ Restructuring dashboard tutorial requirements, and more in-class practice
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